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Author Correction: Human Sexual 
Cycles are Driven by Culture and 
Match Collective Moods
Ian B. Wood1, Pedro L. Varela2, Johan Bollen1,3, Luis M. Rocha  1,2 & Joana Gonçalves-Sá2
Correction to: Scientific Reports https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-017-18262-5, published online 21 December 
2017
In Figure 3, one of the countries is incorrectly coloured. The correct Figure 3 appears below as Figure 1.
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Figure 1. World-wide sex-search profiles. The world map is color-coded according to the z-score of each 
individual country’s sex-search time-series. Shades of red represent a higher z-score (larger increase in searches) 
during Christmas week (on Christmas-centered data). Shades of green represent a higher z-score (larger 
increase in searches) during Eid-al-Fitr week (on Eid-al-Fitr centered data). Light grey denotes countries with no 
significant variation above mean in either of these weeks. Dark grey countries are those for which there is no GT 
data available. Black line represents the equator separating the hemispheres. Built using: https://mapchart.net/.
